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Abstract: Seismic waves from natural sources were recorded in seismic exploration

experiments in January ,**, by the .-rd Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition

(JARE-.-). Three kinds of seismic waves were recorded: (+) a teleseismic event

occurred in the Kermadec Is. region, (,) local icequakes and (-) an unidentified event.

The teleseismic waves show high signal-to-noise ratio in spite of the small magnitude of

the event: this indicates that it is highly feasible to study not only the local shallow

structure but also the deep structure of the earth by using teleseismic events. Fre-

quency spectra of the waveforms show discordances along the observation line. The

,.*Hz frequency component is very small in waveforms recorded by stations in the

middle part of the observation line. On the other hand, the +./, -.* and /.*Hz

frequency components are large in the records of these stations. These stations are

located just above the valley topography of the interface between the ice sheet and the

upper crust, which has been revealed by JARE-.+ and JARE-.- seismological experi-

ments.

key words: Mizuho Plateau, seismic waveforms, stacking, frequency content, valley

structure

+. Introduction

Seismic exploration experiments were performed during the .-rd Japanese Antarc-

tic Research Expedition (hereafter JARE-.-) in the austral summer season of ,**+�
,**,. These formed part of the “Structure and Evolution of the East Antarctic

Lithosphere (SEAL)” project (Kanao, ,**+) on the structure of the crust and upper

mantle beneath the Mizuho Plateau, East Antarctica (Fig. +). The JARE-.- experi-

ments recorded seismological data from seven large explosions with +0+ temporary

seismic stations (for a detailed explanation of the experiments, see Miyamachi et al.,

,**-a). Miyamachi et al. (,**-b) determined a P-velocity structure from the surface

to a depth of about /* km along the JARE-.- line by analyzing first arrival data with a

refraction method.

One interesting feature in the structure obtained above is the existence of complex
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Fig. +. Map of the observation lines of JARE-.- (solid line) and JARE-.+ (broken line) seismic

experiments. The station at the intersection of the two seismic lines is indicated by a solid

triangle. H+10 and HM*01 are station codes of JARE-.+ and JARE-.-, respectively. Positions

of A, B and C correspond to those in Fig. ,. The distance measured from A along the JARE-.-
line is used as the abscissa (Figs. ,�/, 1a, 2, +* and +,) and the ordinate (Fig. 0). The study

area in Antarctica is indicated by the solid rectangle shown at the lower left.

Fig. ,. Comparison of geophysical observations along the line A-C-B in Fig. +; elevation of the ice surface
(scale on the left side), free-air anomaly (scale on the right side) (Toda et al., ,**-), depth to the
bedrock inferred from radio echo soundings (Takada et al., ,**-) and seismic travel-time analysis
(Miyamachi et al., ,**-b). A, B and C show the locations of points A, B and C in Fig. +.
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topography in the boundary between the ice sheet and the upper crust (Fig. ,). This

topography shows (+) a valley structure beneath the stations at a distance of about 0/
km (C in Fig. ,) with a width of about +* km and a depth of /**m below sea level: (,)
a trough beneath the stations in a distance range of about +,*�+/* km. The valley

structure is also found by radio echo sounding by JARE-.- along the same experiment
line (Takada et al., ,**-). This anomalous feature has already been recognized in a

seismic survey conducted by JARE-.+ (Miyamachi et al., ,**+; Tsutsui et al., ,**+).
The observation line in JARE-.+ was almost perpendicular to that in JARE-.- (Fig. +);
the valley structure is just beneath the intersection of the two lines. Takada et al.

(,**-) pointed out a possibility that water would fill the valley (Mae, +312), as many
subglacial lakes have been reported in the Antarctic (e.g. Kapitsa et al., +330; Siegert et

al., ,**+). The P velocities beneath these strange depressions, which were determined

by Miyamachi et al. (,**-b), were estimated to be slower (0.*/ and /.3* km/s, just
beneath the valley and the trough, respectively) than those in other areas (0.*1�0.+/
km/s). This might suggest the existence of water within the valley.

Seismic waves caused by natural sources (regional and teleseismic events and local

icequakes) were recorded in JARE-.- seismic experiment data, though the recording
time-length of the data loggers was limited to only several minutes a day during the

experiment. We will show several remarkable features of the anomalies in travel times,

amplitudes and frequency spectra in three examples of recorded waveforms from natural

sources. Then we will explain the origin of these interesting features in terms of wave

propagation across the local heterogeneous structure such as valley topography beneath

the Mizuho Plateau.

,. Data

+0+ seismographs of the vertical component with a natural period of *./ s were
aligned on the JARE-.- seismic line (Fig. +) with an interval of + km (*./ km for a +*
km span in the middle part of the line). Recordings with duration of seven and half

minutes were performed twice a day (+.** and +0** in UTC) during the experiments
from Jan. 2 to ,1, ,**, (Miyamachi et al., ,**-a). In spite of the short recording time,

several kinds of seismic phases were identified and are classified into three types as

shown below.

,.+. Kermadec Is. event

Figure - shows a teleseismic event from the Kermadec Is. region (Jan. ,+, ,**,,
+-/*:/2.2 (UTC); event locations are +13.0--�E, -+.,//�S, .-1 km depth and ../mb).

The epicentral distance from this event to the JARE-.- seismic line is about 1/�. The

direct P signal can be clearly and coherently seen throughout the observation line in spite

of the small magnitude of the earthquake. This high signal-to-noise ratio shows the

success of the high-sensitivity seismic observation on the Mizuho Plateau, which helps us

to investigate not only the local structure just beneath the observation line but also the

deep interior of the earth.

These teleseismic signals have a su$cient correlation of waveforms among seismic
stations and have frequency components lower than ,.*Hz due to long-path propagation
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in the earth’s mantle. We find another arrival of phase about -* s after the first arrival.

This phase has almost the same slowness as that of the direct P. Thus the origin of this

phase is presumably considered to be converted or reflected waves from discontinuity

and/or heterogeneity located near the source. One possible explanation of this phase

may be an S-P converted phases at the 00* km discontinuity (S00*P) beneath the

earthquake, because the travel time of S00*P calculated by using IASP3+ (Kennett and

Engdahl, +33+) can explain this arrival. This phase is very important to determine the

structure of the 00* km discontinuity and this clear recording shows the high quality of

the seismological data obtained by the JARE-.- observation.

,.,. Icequakes

Figure . shows recordings of two icequakes. Two obvious phases between +* and

1* s run from the northern side of the observation line (right hand side of Fig. .),

although the accurate direction of the incoming waves cannot be determined due to the

line setting of the seismographs. Considering the similarity of the lengths of wave

trains and the di#erence in slowness, these two phases may be a set of either P and S

waves or direct and reflected waves from an icequake. In Fig. ., two later phases with

small amplitudes can be seen in time windows between 2* and +,* s. Considering the

positive slowness, these two phases may be a set of waves from another icequake from

the southern side of the observation line.

Fig. -. Record section showing seismic waves of the Kermadec Is. event (mb�../, depth�.-1 km).

The vertical axis indicates relative time measured from Jan. ,+, ,**,, +.*+ :-*.* (UTC).

We show here the original (no filter) traces with high signal-to-noise ratio. Signals

during ,*�-* s are composed of direct P and possibly reverberations in the ice sheet.

Faint signals found in /*�0* s may be an S-P converted wave at the 00* km discon-

tinuity just beneath the event (S00*P).
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Fig. .. Same as in Fig. - but for icequakes. The vertical axis starts from Jan. +., ,**,, +.*-:,*.0 (UTC).

Fig. /. Same as in Fig. - but for X-phases. The vertical axis starts from Jan. ,1, ,**,, +.*,:-*.0 (UTC).
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These four signals traversing the observation line may have common features: (+)
high-frequency components that are comparable with those of background noise, (,)
relatively large slowness and (-) large fluctuation of amplitudes and weak correlation of

the waveforms along the line. These characteristics support an inference that local

icequakes occurred near the observation line.

,.-. X-phases

The third example of the recordings (Fig. /) seems to be very strange (hereafter

referred to as X-phases). Continuous arrivals of coherent signals are observed for a

long duration about +** s. This coherency is the same as observed in the teleseismic

recording (Fig. -). Slownesses of these signals are almost zero, which implies that

these signals came from a direction perpendicular to the observation line. These

features may indicate that these signals have the same sources as the teleseismic event.

Referring to the worldwide earthquake catalogs (ISC bulletin and USGS PDE listings),

a candidate for the event might be the Rat Is. (Aleutians) earthquake which occurred on

Jan. ,1, ,**,, at +-.,:.... (UTC). However, we will show in a later chapter that this

event is probably not the source of the X-phases.

Though the sources of these signals are so far uncertain, we can find another

Fig. 0. Contour map showing envelope amplitudes of band-pass (+.*�,.*Hz) filtered traces of the X-phases

in Fig. /. Traces with low signal-to-noise ratios are not used here and are colored in gray. Since

the traces here are band-pass filtered, the number of traces with high signal-to-noise ratio is

di#erent from that in Fig. /. Color scale is arbitrarily set to see an apparent amplitude variation

within the map; scales in Figs. 1b�+, are colored in the same way.
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interesting feature. Figure 0 shows the spatiotemporal variations of envelope ampli-

tudes of band-pass filtered (+.*�,.*Hz) seismograms. A remarkable feature is a time

delay of the signal arrivals at around 0/ km (at about ,1, -+, .+, ./, /- s and so on)

compared with the corresponding arrivals found at other locations on the observation

line. Moreover, arrivals at about ,1 and -+ s show large amplitudes at 0/ km with a

time delay of about + s. This is not seen in other frequency bands and is also not found

in the teleseismic recordings of Fig. -. The distance of 0/ km is located just above the

valley structure of the bedrock (Fig. ,).

-. Analyses

The overview of the observed signals described in the previous section indicates the

di#erences in (+) coherency of signals and (,) amplitude fluctuations along the line.

We have performed two analyses by means of the stacking method and the running

spectra method to estimate the above two di#erences.
First, we use phase-weighted stacking (PWS), developed by Shimmel and Paulssen

(+331), instead of usual linear stacking. PWS is a kind of non-linear stacking. Each

data point of a linearly stacked trace is weighted with an absolute value of an average of

a sum of instantaneous phases of each trace. Thus, coherent signals through a

seismological network can be constructively stacked and incoherent signals, even if some

waveforms have larger amplitudes, result in a stacked signal with small amplitude due to

the destructive sum of phase components. The stacking is performed by changing the

slowness with the scanning interval of *.**+ s/km. We measure the slowness along the

observation line.

Second, the running spectra are taken by applying the FFT to a , s windowed

waveform (both sides of the window are hanning-tapered) with a time interval of + s.

Before taking the spectrum, instrumental response is deconvolved from the original

waveform.

-.+. Kermadec Is. event

Figure 1 shows the procedure of the PWS applied to teleseismic waves from the

Kermadec Is. event. The traces in Fig. 1a are low-pass filtered with a cuto# of ,.*Hz.

A linearly stacked trace is obtained by searching for the slowness that maximizes the

amplitude of the stacked direct P. All the traces are aligned on the direct P by taking

the cross-correlation between each trace and the stacked P trace. This results in the

alignment of the direct P on a line of zero slowness (Fig. 1a). The slowness here means

a relative value compared with that of the direct P. Then we apply the PWS to the

aligned traces by changing the slowness. The stacked traces are converted into

envelopes by using the Hilbert transform and are plotted as a contour map (Fig. 1b).
In Fig. 1b, 0 successive peaks with an interval of about *.2 s between ,/�,3 s are the

direct P. Since an incident angle of the direct P is close to the vertical in case of this

event, the interval of about *.2 s can be interpreted as a two-way travel time within the

ice sheet. Therefore, five peaks following the direct P may be reverberations within the

ice sheet. The thickness of the ice sheet beneath this observation line is about +./ km

(Fig. ,), which explains well the time intervals between the latter five peaks. The
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Fig. 1. (a) Traces of Kermadec Is. event, which are aligned on the onset of the direct P and are

low-pass (,.*Hz) filtered. The number of traces with high signal-to-noise ratio is di#erent
from that in Fig. -. The pivot station is located at 1. km. The time window containing the

direct P and the core-reflected PcP is shown here. (b) Contour map of PWS applied to the

traces in (a).
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Fig. 2. Contour maps showing amplitudes of seismic energies plotted in the frequency-distance

domain for traces of the Kermadec Is. event. Spectra are taken from the traces aligned on the

direct P. Time windows are shown at the upper right of each plot.
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source time function of this event is not known. However, a deep focus event with

small magnitude has a simple source time function, and these peaks can be caused by the

reverberations rather than complexity of the source. All the peaks have almost the

same slowness as that of the direct P.

The core-reflected PcP is detected at (-0 s, *.* s/km). Note that the theoretical

relative slowness measured along the great-circle path between the event and the stations

is about �*.*+ s/km. The back azimuth from the center of the observation line is

+.-.-�, which is almost normal to the strike of the observation line. Therefore the

relative slowness of the PcP measured along the observation line would be almost the

same as that of the direct P.

Figure 2 shows the running spectra of three di#erent time windows. The figure

shows that the dominant frequency in these windows is about ,.*Hz. Of greatest

interest is the clear gap of high energy of ,.*Hz at about 0/ km where the valley

structure exists (Fig. ,). The stations on both sides of this gap (at around /3 km and

1, km) receive higher energies. We can also see the peaks at frequency about -.*Hz in

the middle of the observation line.

Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 1b but for icequakes. Peaks corresponding to two obvious waves shown in

Fig. . are indicated by white ellipses: peaks at (,- s,�*.+-/ s/km) and (/+ s,�*.,-/ s/km).

Note that high amplitudes found at the upper and lower left are artifacts caused by the

PWS applied to zero-amplitude portions: since the zero amplitudes have the same value of

phase components, a sum of the phase components should have a large value.
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-.,. Icequakes

The PWS contours of the icequakes are shown in Fig. 3. Because of the incoher-

ency of these icequakes, alignment on arrival cannot be done as above. Thus the

vertical axis in Fig. 3 indicates the absolute slowness. Two peaks corresponding to the

icequakes in Fig. . are seen at (,- s, �*.+-/ s/km) and (/+ s, �*.,-/ s/km). Com-

pared with peaks in Fig. 1b, those in Fig. 3 are weak and scattered. Since the PWS

enhances the signal that is coherent through the network, we can find that the waves

Fig. +*. Same as in Fig. 2 but for icequakes. Contours of top and bottom correspond to the two

obvious waves shown in Figs. . and 3. Note that the spectra are taken in the time windows

of the traces that are time-shifted by using the best slownesses of two waves found in Fig. 3.

The pivot station is located at 1. km. Thus time windows shown at the upper right of each

plot indicate those of the pivot trace.
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generated by the icequakes are not coherent and show large fluctuations of the wave-

forms in the distance range of about +** km.

The running spectra of the icequakes are indicated in Fig. +*. In this case, the

dominant frequency is about /.*Hz and a peak is located at 0/ km where we find the

clear gap of ,.*Hz in the Kermadec Is. event (Fig. 2).

-.-. X-phases

Figure ++ shows the PWS stacking of the X-phases (Fig. /). As in the case of the

Kermadec Is. event, we use the relative slowness with respect to the first arrival of the

X-phases. Consecutive arrivals with high coherency are found for about +** s after the

onset. This long duration is not found in the cases of either the Kermadec Is. event

or icequakes. Slownesses of all the arrivals are almost the same. This implies that

these wave energies reach the observation line with the same incident angle and

azimuthal direction.

The dominant frequency of the X-phases is ,.*Hz, as in the Kermadec Is. event,

as shown in the running spectra in Fig. 2. In addition to the gap of ,.*Hz at about 0/
km, we can see one strange feature in the spectra, which is not found in the Kermadec

Is. event. In Fig. +,, this gap of ,.*Hz at 0/ km turns into a peak of +./Hz with a

delay of only one second (middle and bottom in Fig. +,). This peak of +./Hz

corresponds to the energy peak at (,1 s, 0/ km) in Fig. 0.

Fig. ++. Same as in Fig. 1(b) but for the X-phases.
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Fig. +,. Same as in Fig. 2 but for the X-phases. Top and middle panels show the gap of high

energy of ,.* Hz at around 0/ km, and the bottom panel the peak of +./ Hz just a second

late after the time window showing the gap in the middle panel.
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.. Discussion

We shall try to explain two characteristic features found in the previous chapter:

(+) the origin of the X-phases and (,) anomalous fluctuations of frequency components.

..+. Origin of the X-phases

A significant feature of the X-phases is successive arrivals of seismic energies with

almost zero slowness for about +** s after the onset. One candidate for the causative

event might be the Rat Is. (Aleutians) earthquake. However, we will show that it was

not likely the event which produced the X-phases. The epicentral distance from the

event to the center of the observation line is about +/,�. Since this event has a small

magnitude (..2mb), it is uncertain that such a small earthquake could be recorded by

seismographs at a large epicentral distance. Indeed, seismological networks in Japan,

which were located at a distance of about .*� from the event, did not observe it.

Moreover, seismic waves from this event recorded at the JARE observation line should

be core-penetrating phases, such as of the PKP branches (df, bc, ab). Even if we take

into account a set of phases composed of PKPs and depth phases (pPKP and sPKP), we

cannot explain the successive arrivals of the X-phases.

Another reason why the X-phases may not be the PKP family comes from a

comparison of the waveforms with the Kermadec Is. event. If we consider the

X-phases to be the waves from the Rat Is. event, the back azimuth from the center of the

observation line is +*1..� and the incident angle to the boundary between the ice sheet

and the topmost crust ranges from ..0� (PKPdf) to +-..� (PKPab). They are +.-.-�
and +2.*� respectively for the direct P of the Kermadec Is. event. If we consider the

ray paths of the PKPs of the RAT Is. event and the direct P of the Kermadec Is. event

to a station on the observation line, the piercing points of these waves to the boundary

di#er horizontally by only a few hundred meters. This value may be much smaller than

the horizontal scale length of the valley structure of about +* km shown in Fig. ,.
Therefore, we cannot expect that di#erent responses would be generated by the complex

topography of the boundary between the Rat Is. event and the Kermdec Is. event.

However, there is a di#erence between the waves of the X-phases and the Kermadec Is.

event. The gap of ,.*Hz in the middle part of the seismic line is found in these two

cases (Figs. 2 and +,). The peak of +./Hz with a time delay of about a second after

the gap is seen only in the X-phases (Fig. +,, lower part) and that of -.*Hz without time

delay is only seen in the Kermadec Is. event. Thus this di#erence may lead to a

conclusion that the X-phases would not be able to be the waves of the Rat Is. event.

The features of the X-phases are clearly di#erent from those of the local icequakes

(Figs. . and /). A possibility of the origin of the X-phases may be regional intraplate

earthquakes. Such regional events around Antarctica from +3** to +333 have been

compiled by Reading (,**,). East Antarctica from 3*�E to +2*�E, in particular the

Wilkes Land, Transantarctic Mountains and Ross Sea areas, is the region showing the

highest seismicity in Antarctica. Figure +- compares the stacked trace of the X-phases

with the observed broadband trace at SYO (Syowa Station). Although it seems to be

di$cult to compare the arrivals between these two traces, the maximum amplitudes of

seismic phases appear to arrive at SYO with the delay of several seconds. Therefore the
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X-phases may be considered to come to the observation line and SYO from the relatively

active seismogenic region in the Wilkes Land�Ross Sea area.

..,. Gap and peak in the spectra

Abrupt change of the frequency spectra in the recordings was observed at the

stations at around 0/ km just above the valley topography at the interface between the

ice sheet and the topmost crust. An anomaly in the observed waves changes from local

to teleseismic waves, although the origin of the X-phases is uncertain. The anomaly,

which is commonly found in the three types of events, should be associated with the

valley structure, not with the heterogeneous structure around the source region and/or

the complexity of the source mechanism. A concave structure focuses seismic waves

on the surface (e.g. Aki and Richards, +32*). In this case, adding to the focusing of

waves with frequencies of +./, -.* and /.*Hz, defocusing of ,.*Hz was observed (Figs.
2, +* and +,). This frequency dependence of the focusing and defocusing of the

seismic waves may be caused by not only the valley structure but also the short distance

between the valley structure and the surface, that is, variations of thickness of the ice

sheet. The average thickness of the ice sheet beneath the observation line is about +./
km, which is shorter than or comparable to the wavelength of the seismic waves used in

this study (+./Hz�/.*Hz). Thus, we can expect complex interference of the incident

waves by the valley structure.

An other interesting phenomenon is found in Fig. 0. In addition to the delay of

Fig. +-. Comparing the stacked trace of the X-phases (top) and a broadband record of SYO

(bottom) after correction of the instrument response of the seismograph used in the JARE-.-
experiments. Both traces are band-pass (+.*�,.*Hz) filtered. The origin of the time axis

(* s) corresponds to +.*,:-*.0 (UTC).
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the arrivals at around 0/ km described in Section ,.-, we find, by close inspection, a

small arrival without delay just before the late arrival, at about ,/ s. Such normal

arrivals are also found at 0 s (onset) and -/�.* s, respectively. The X-phases consist of

normal and delayed arrivals. It is clear from the recording of the Kermadec Is. event

that the P-wave arrivals are not delayed at about 0/ km. Thus, the normal arrivals of

the X-phases may be the P wave, but the delayed arrivals might not be the P wave. One

possibility is S-wave arrivals. Whether the S-wave arrival is delayed at around 0/ km
would be clarified by the data of the S-wave arrivals of the Kermadec Is. event.

Unfortunately, the S-wave arrivals were out of range of the recording period. If the

above hypothesis is valid, it is possible that the origin of the X-phases was not a

teleseismic event but a regional event, because the S-wave arrivals from a teleseismic

event are out of range of the recordings.

/. Conclusions

The seismic recordings of natural sources obtained from JARE-.- seismic explora-

tion provide evidence of interesting features of the wavefield. We find discordances of

the frequency spectra and of the arrival times in the traces. The following anomalous

features are seen in the waveforms of the stations just above the valley structure at the

boundary between the ice sheet and the upper crust. (+) The frequency components of

+./, -.* and /.*Hz are large compared with those at other stations, while those of ,.*
Hz are small. (,) A di#erence of the response generated from the valley structure

might exist according to whether incident waves are P or S waves: P-wave incidence to

this valley structure might result in normal arrival; on the other hand, S-wave arrival

might be delayed.

As is evident in the teleseismic records (Kermadec Is. event), the high signal-to-

noise ratio of the records indicates that the JARE-.- data are useful to study not only

local shallow structure but also deep structure within the Earth.
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